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(1917-1918) The Graphic of Australia was a Melbourne weekly newspaper that focused primarily on war-related
issues. It nevertheless contained a number of special interest sections, including a theatre industry column called
"Stage Lights." Contributed by "Star Student" for most of its lifespan, "Stage Lights" first appeared in the 3 August
1917 edition (replacing "The Stage and Those on It"). Comprising theatrical news (both legitimate and variety
theatre), gossip, images, and advertisements, it was initially presented as one-page spread, but later expanded to two
pages. When "Star Student" left the paper in early November 1918 "Stage Lights" was "conducted" by "The Man in
the Box" until the paper's demise some six weeks later.
► See also: The Graphic of Australia
The first edition of "Stage Lights" began with the following par: "The theatrical section of Press agents is sternly
warned off this page of The Graphic. In other words "Puffs are Prohibited." Criticism will be short, sharp, sweet or
sour, as deserved. Plays and players will receive all the notice they merit.
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